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1) Business idea 
We are a system integrator and consulting company providing wireless distributed automation            
solutions. The project work, the EnAS, is our prototype used to demonstrate our approach. We               
provide the customer with consulting on developing, building and automating new production            
lines together with maintenance services. Our expertise is knowing how distributed automation            
solutions can achieve tangible business improvements for our customers in terms of flexibility,             
reconfigurability, ease of maintenance and reduced downtime. It is our job to know how to migrate                
from centralized control to distributed one. Our product and services are described in chapter 2. 
 
Our customers are companies in manufacturing industry. We help migrate to the Internet-based             
automation architecture. For maintenance processes, we provide the customer with a solution to             
shut down only a part of the production line (which may be idle anyway) while the other parts are                   
still working. Hence the company would be in parcelled production field, since it isn’t that easy to                 
stop and re-route products in process production. 
 
The ability to shut down only a part of the production line allows the customer to customize,                 
re-configure and maintain the production line on the fly. This flexible solution brings along cost               
savings when the production line no more needs to be totally shut down for minor or medium                 
changes. Cost savings are a huge benefit for the customer and therefore the customer will buy. 
 
Our competitive advantages are flexibility, price and customer-orientation. We add flexibility to the             
customer's system by allowing updating the system while other parts are working at the same time.                
We also provide flexible solutions since our product is based on international standards and              
therefore is supplier independent. Therefore our solutions enable use of substitute parts from a              
variety of vendors which can have many business benefits, such as quicker delivery and              
competitive pricing. By our pricing we achieve certain savings for the customer. We are also               
relatively small company and hence our operating is customer-oriented. We provide the customer             
with customized solutions. 
 
We present safe and sure way to save money. We charge fixed fee for developing and installing the                  
system. After that we charge 30 percent of savings reached by our solution in 5 years. During these                  
years we offer free maintenance services. When migrating from centralized control to distributed,             
the customer will achieve reduced downtime which will lead to cost savings. The amount of savings                
depends on the type of the company but would be estimated to be 80 - 90 % of costs during the                     
downtime. 
 
We are also making a simulation model in CIROS. It can be used to show the effect of our solution                    
in the simulation instead of the real system which may lower the threshold for the customer to buy.                  
The hardest part will be to get the first customer to buy. But once we get positive visibility, we can                    
use it to promote our product. 
 
We have the first opportunity to advertise our approach and the EnAS in SPS IPC Drives Exhibition                 
in Nuremberg on 22 - 24 November. More about that is written in chapter 5. 
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2) Product/service 
We provide our customers flexible and reconfigurable distributed wireless control solutions for            
industrial automation systems. Our goal is to offer more flexible and easily reconfigurable             
architectural solutions for controlling systems. From the customer’s point of view, the ultimate             
benefit achieved with our services is increased flexibility and reconfigurability for their systems. In              
addition, the downtimes of their systems will be reduced by approximately 80%-90%. This is              
achieved by the control systems being embedded and divided into several devices, which enables              
the customer to being able to handle individual parts of the system independently. This is extremely                
useful, because the customer can, for example, shut down individual parts of the system without               
having to shut down the entire system. This is beneficial especially when the software of a module                 
needs to be updated, as its functionality can be shifted to another module and the system can still                  
keep running. Using this feature, whole automation systems can be updated one module at a time                
with a dynamic updating schedules. The update process can also be visualized using CIROS 3d               
visualization system [CIROS]. 
 
The EnAS demonstrator is a mechatronic industrial manufacturing systems that conveys pallets.            
The pallets carry workpieces that can be manipulated by the different modules of the system. We                
will demonstrate our services by developing a wireless distributed control for the EnAS             
demonstrator (Figure 1) with NxtDCSmini controllers, and comparing its performance to the            
traditional wired control. Using this setup as our prototype, we expect to be able to prove the                 
superiority of the wireless distributed control to a wired one, as explained in the expected output                
section of the project plan. Still, our product is just the concept for the distributed control, and we                  
do not provide any physical devices for sale. Instead, we develop different solutions for systems               
that the customers have already built. Using our services, the customers, however, can buy parts for                
their system from different vendors to get the off-shelf parts quicker, as they have the list of                 
wireless actuators and sensors. 
 

 
Figure 1. The EnAS demonstrator. 
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3) Market situation and competitors analysis 
Markets of manufacturing industries are generally divided into two submarkets: factory and process             
automation. Main markets of the factory automation include automotive and packaging and the             
process automation include oil and gas, pharmaceutical and power [CreditSuisse]. To be able to              
estimate the number of potential customers, we have considered that our customers are             
manufacturing companies at first in Finland and later also in Europe. In Finland there was 21 042                 
manufacturing companies in 2014 while in Europe there was more than two million [Eurostat,              
Tilastokeskus]. For the future, also the number of manufacturing companies in the biggest             
manufacturing countries, United States and China are investigated and those were over 250 000 in               
both in 2014 [Deloitte, ManufacturingInstitute]. 
 
Estimated market sales are calculated for the markets in Finland. An estimation of how many               
products are sold to a customer per year is quite hard to define quantitatively because our products                 
are consulting, developing, building and maintenance services. Because of that the customer            
purchase decision process is described for supporting the estimation of the market sales. The first               
thing a potential customer does is a need identification: the company probably notices lacking in               
their automation systems compared to some existing possibilities and they want to modernize to              
achieve flexibility and savings. The need may come out also by a company that tries to sell their                  
products for a potential customer. Then they start to search information by attending different              
technology fairs, talking with their contacts and comparing to similar companies. The evaluation of              
alternatives will start after gaining essential information about different possibilities. All the            
solution alternatives are compared to the existing one and self-evaluation on performance versus             
price is done. Now the company is ready to make their purchase decision based on price and                 
features they were looking for. The following step is using and evaluating the purchased product               
and comparing real performance with expectation [Senecac, Quizlet]. Now if the market sales are              
discussed again, it is a lot customer dependent how many products they are buying but it is feasible                  
to say that it is somewhere around 10 products in 5 years what makes 2 products per year so our                    
estimated market sales are 420 per year, which comes from 2 products times 210 customers (1                
percent of potential customers). During the first three steps the customer may buy consulting and               
developing services depending on their needs. That follows the option if they need also building               
services depending on their own knowledge. If they decide to buy building services from us, it is                 
more likely that they will buy also maintenance services. Since we are offering maintenance              
services for free, some customers may want our consulting services during the free period. Finally,               
a figure of our customers purchase decision process is presented together with our products. 
 

 
Figure 2. Customer purchase decision process together with our products. 

 
The entire industry’s total markets are taken into account when the desired market share of our                
company is considered. Based on [CreditSuisse, MarketsAndMarkets, TheFinancialist] the total          
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value of industrial control and factory automation market is expected to reach over 180 billion euros                
by 2020. Our desired market share is 0.001% by 2020 which yield 1.8 million euros. 
  
The market today is widely divided. There aren’t many huge companies holding the throne and               
most of the companies are small to medium sized system integrators. [Controleng] When analysing              
the Finnish, European and American market, there are three important competitors (presented in             
table 1). These are Insta Automation Oy, Maverick Technologies Inc. and M+W Automation Inc.              
The first one, Insta Automation is huge in Finland, Maverick is huge in America and the last one,                  
M+W Automation, is huge in Europe as well as globally. All three companies are well established                
and have a size advantage backing them up compared to newly founded companies. 
 

Table 1. Three important competitors and their size, background and specialization. 

 Insta Automation Oy Maverick Technologies Inc. M+W Automation Inc. 

Established 1960 1999 1986 

Revenue 50m $ (2014) 66m $ (2014) 150m $ (2014) 

Employees 550 (Finland) 412 1100 

Specialties 

Industrial and process 
automation design, 

manufacturing, 
installation and 
maintenance 

Operational Consulting, 
Systems Integration, DCS 
Migration, Field Services, 

Sustaining Services, Advanced 
Process Control, Manufacturing 
Execution Systems (MES), DCS 

based Control Systems 

DCS /PLC engineering, 
Functional Safety engineering, 
Business Integration, Operator 

effectiveness (High 
performance HMI, Alarm 

Management), E&I engineering 

 
Insta Automation Oy is a subdivision of Insta Group Oy. This gives them size advantage that will                 
make it easier to ride out weak economies, e.g. if one department is struggling, other departments                
can keep the company going. Due to its Finnish background, Insta Automation is a strong               
competitor on the Finnish market. They have experience in almost all Finnish process industry              
plants in terms of both automation design, installation and maintenance. [Insta Automation] In order              
for small and newly founded companies to gain market from Insta Automation, specialization might              
be a key ingredient.  
 
Maverick Technologies Inc. is an industrial automation, enterprise integration, operational          
consulting and sustaining service provider. The company focuses mostly on the American market             
but have also performed international operations after joining the Global System Integrators            
Alliance (GSIA), a partnership that connects its members to more than 30 locations worldwide.              
Paul Galeski is a strong person behind the success of Maverick Technologies. In 1989, Galeski               
founded MAGNUM Technologies which was cited as one of America’s fastest growing companies             
by Inc. Magazine in 1995. In 1999, Galeski founded Maverick Technologies. As of 2011, Maverick               
Technologies has been listed as one of the Inc. 500 fastest growing companies five times.               
[Wikipedia] In 2015, Maverick Technologies was cited as system integrator of the year by CFE               
Media [Controleng]. 
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M+W Automation Inc. is a business unit of the M+W Group, one of the leading engineering and                 
procurement contractor (EPC) companies. M+W Automation (former Global Automation Partners          
Inc.) was founded in 2001 by five partners having extensive experience with automation and              
manufacturing consulting and integration services. M+W Automation has established themselves          
well on both European and American markets. Automation is a core competency of the M+W               
group. Its M+W Automation business unit offers a combination of process knowledge, automation             
technology applications expertise, and experience integrating all layers of control and IT            
technology. M+W Automation’s breadth of automation and IT application knowledge, supplier           
technologies and industry-specific application expertise further differentiates the company from its           
competition. [ARC View] 
 
All of these companies offer a wide range of industrial automation services. In order for a small                 
company to gain market, specialization is important. Our goal for better flexibility and less plant               
downtime differentiates us from the competition. Ultimately, our advantage from specialising will            
hopefully give us the possibility to charge less for our services and significantly reduce production               
downtime for our customers in the long run. Another important factor when potential customers are               
considering our services is the price. One of our main goals is for customers to start saving money                  
from day one of deployment. This is a very compelling factor for manufacturing companies since               
they always strive for ways to reduce production cost and save money. In our experience there are                 
two types of customers: those who can pay off our services directly and those who can not afford to                   
invest right now. Our payment proposition covers both of these. If a company can not pay directly                 
then they can pay off with the savings that our services bring. A third competitive factor is that we                   
offer flexibility through a supplier independent approach since our solutions are based on             
international standards. The supplier independent approach can yield many business advantages,           
competitive pricing being one of them. The last important factor is that as a relatively small                
company we offer a customer-oriented approach. Thus, offering customized solutions for the            
customer. 
 

4) Intellectual property 
According to lecture slides the companies owning intellectual property rights (IPRs) succeed better.             
Also startups with a patent portfolio are more likely to succeed. [Intellectual property rights] Thus,               
IPRs are really worth considering. 
 
Since we have no experience in IPRs and the project is just started, it is very difficult to understand                   
what we could patent. We are using ready-made physical system and parts. Thus, we are building                
no new system. Nonetheless, there might be a concept worth patenting. We are developing a               
software updater for cyber-physical system. Also maintenance and software updates on the fly             
could be a patentable concept. We looked for other similar patents with headwords like software,               
update and downtime in Espacenet [Espacenet]. We found several patents regarding software            
updates and downtime reduction but none of them was close to our subject. 
 
We could protect our product by choosing either patent or utility model. They both protect new                
inventions and require applications. In patenting examination is done. Utility model is just             
registered. The patent application becomes public after 18 months and the precise technical             
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description must be revealed. The inventor is granted a privilege to profit on the invention up to                 
twenty years. [Intellectual property rights] We don’t see there is any trade secrets that would be                
revealed by patenting so patenting would be one strong alternative. 
 
The third option would be to keep the invention secret which contains some risks. Someone else can                 
make the same invention and obtain patent for it. Or someone else can find out the invention and                  
starts using it commercially. [Intellectual property rights] Of course there is an opportunity to keep               
it secret at first and then patent it after few years but we don’t see there would be significant                   
benefits to act like that. 
 
Patents provide only local protection. For example, Finnish patent protects the invention only in              
Finland. Therefore, we should also consider where we want to patent. We can start patenting in                
Finland and after one year continue to abroad. Patenting in Finland costs about 20 k€. Patent                
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) covers 140 countries all over the world but is more expensive, depending               
on coverage the cost is 30 - 100 k€. Utility model is less expensive but its length is only ten years.                     
In Finland the registration costs only 1650 €, other costs for utility model were not mentioned.                
[Intellectual property rights] We are going to present our product in the exhibition in German so we                 
are likely to patent the invention also outside the Finland, probably in the EU. However, we need to                  
be sure that it is necessary and profitable to do so. 
 

5) Product development and technology 
The project is still in its early stages indicating that it takes at least the remaining estimated                 
completion time of the project to commercialize the concept. Before being able to utilize the project                
output for our business vision, the prototype needs to be fully functional. To achieve this outcome,                
we must assemble the hardware, develop software for distributed control and finally run thorough              
testing on the system.  
 
At the moment, existing hardware is working properly but some crucial components are still              
waiting to be ordered and delivered from our main device vendor Festo. Despite lacking some               
components, we are starting to develop central control for the system which will be further               
expanded to a wireless distributed control in the beginning of autumn 2016. While the system               
control is being developed, documentation will be created for each step for system understandability              
and convenient demonstration purposes. Also a simulation will be created to complement the             
physical system and enable performance measuring. Finally the system will be tested to ensure safe               
and reliable operation in all required setups and conditions. 
 
Having completed the prototype we can start attracting customers by attending technology fairs             
such as the SPS IPC Drives Exhibition where we will demonstrate the benefits of our wireless                
distributed control as opposed to traditional automation approaches. Based on customer interest we             
will develop models for our business for how to approach customer needs with our consultation               
services. Further down the road, we will consider how to provide automation development and              
building services to industrial clients interested in renewing their production lines. In the role of an                
system integrator, we will seriously prefer outsourcing certain duties regarding physical system            
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building on-site in order to be able to fully concentrate on providing cutting-edge automation design               
services to our customers. 
 
Assuming the project is on time and the prototype is ready and working at the end of October as                   
planned, we will attend the SPS IPC Drives Exhibition taking place on 22nd - 24th of November                 
2016 in Nuremberg depending on whether we get a suitable host for us to make our debut                 
appearance with the EnAS prototype. The shipping costs for the prototype is estimated to be around                
1000€ for one-way shipping using an international courier [UPS]. Due to the very high price of                
shipping we will consider alternative ways for taking the demonstrator to Nuremberg. Assuming             
that some part of the group is going to visit the exhibition with the prototype, it would be most                   
cost-effective to travel there driving a car. In case the group is able to borrow a van or a car trailer                     
for the travel, the prototype and people could use the same ride. Fuel costs would be around 500€                  
(4000 km, consumption 7 l / 100 km, fuel 1,7 € / l) and one-way boat trip cost from Helsinki to                     
Tallinn including a car around 200€ [Eckerö line]. Accommodation would probably cost another             
500€ [Trivago]. Total cost for the trip would be around 1500€ using this method assuming that the                 
costs calculated apply for a group of five persons. At least part of the expenses would be covered                  
independently by the group members. The other part could be sponsored by The Finnish Society of                
Automation and/or the TTE-Fund which supports Aalto University student projects. 
 
In order to obtain a competitive advantage compared to our rivals, some special skills and               
knowledge is needed currently not present in our project team. The team composition is perfectly               
suitable for accomplishing the goals of the project but a larger scale commercialization of the               
concept will most likely be not possible and successful with just excellent technical skills in               
automation. Being a passionate team of young engineers, some industry experience as well as great               
amount of connections will be crucial when considering attracting customers for our services. As a               
big gap in the portfolio of professional expertise, we lack marketing and sales experience. Also               
some technical fields such as software development for mobile applications and websites are not              
that well covered by our expertise when we consider development of new interfaces for the               
products. Furthermore, a team designed to complete a technology project differs greatly from a              
team designed to run a company. Thus, establishing a new framework for our activity requires               
adding also new people to our team skilled in administration and management. Success in creating               
an enduring technology startup will depend on the comprehensive coverage of needed skills             
working for the business. 
 

6) CE-marking 
Our product, or better prototype - the outcome of this project - does not need to bear a CE marking                    
because it is not intended to be used by third parties or distributed to the market. As a proof of                    
concept it may feature some ad hoc implementations not fully meeting the requirements of the               
applicable EC directives. In order to keep the workload of the project reasonable and be able to                 
fully concentrate on the functionality of the prototype we will not investigate whether our solution               
meets all requirements of the directives. Instead, we will pursue making the demonstrator as safe,               
tidy and practical as possible minimizing the risk of misuse. 
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However, all devices we will supply to our customers in the future will bear CE markings whenever                 
possible. We consider selling only products of such vendors who actively seek meeting the              
requirements of the directives. It is our responsibility to ensure that the products are CE-marked. By                
doing this we ensure maximum safety for the use of equipment we provide. Simultaneously,              
CE-marked products will increase the credibility of our company. 
 
While bearing a CE marking the products supplied through our company shall comply to all               
directives and standards passed by the Council of the European Union and European Parliament.              
Specifically, this means that the products shall comply to directives that apply to their purpose and                
functionality. In case of distributed wireless control of industrial automation there are four             
directives that must be taken into account while designing the devices.  
 
The Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC promotes harmonisation through a combination of mandatory           
health and safety requirements, and voluntary harmonised standards [MD 2006/42/EC]. The Low            
Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC covers all health and safety risks of electrical equipment operating             
with a voltage between 50 and 1000 V for alternating current and between 75 and 1500 V for direct                   
current [LVD 2006/95/EC]. The Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 2004/108/EC ensures that          
electrical and electronic equipment does not generate, or is not affected by, electromagnetic             
disturbance [EMC 2004/108/EC]. The Radio and Telecommunication Terminal Equipment         
Directive 1999/5/EC establishes a regulatory framework for placing and putting into service radio             
and telecommunications terminal equipment [RTTE 1999/5/EC]. 
 

7) Summary  
Table 2. SWOT-analysis. 

Strengths 
- Flexibility, supplier independent 
- Price 
- Customer-oriented small company 
- Demonstrator to show the effects 

Weaknesses 
- Lack of business knowledge 
- Demonstrator not ready 
- We are unknown company 
- Financial issues 

Opportunities 
- Customers willing to save money 
- Wide markets 

Threats 
- Nobody will buy 
- Someone makes the alternative 

invention 

 
The SWOT-analysis is presented in the table 2 above. The opportunity of the project is that we gain                  
knowledge with which we can provide our unique distributed control system solutions to             
manufacturing companies that improves their flexibility, reconfigurability and reduces downtimes.          
The strength we have for achieving our goal is that we intend to be very customer-oriented. We use                  
our expertise in understanding the specific needs of our customers in depth and producing adequate               
high-quality solutions. In addition, our solutions are based on international standards, which makes             
it even easier to get suitable substitute parts. We demonstrate our services using our prototype, the                
EnAS demonstrator, to convince our customers that our solutions do really work. When the              
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monetary savings for our customer companies are realized, our company will also benefit for the               
results moneywise. 
 
The key aspect of this project, i.e. the ability to shut down a system partially while the rest of the                    
system is still functioning, is what separates us from our competitors. Therefore, it is something that                
we could patent in order to achieve success for our company. Still, there is the problem that we do                   
not know much about IPRs, so patenting could be difficult. Another challenge that is involved in                
the project is commercializing our product. As we will be experts in the field of distributed control                 
solutions, our strengths do not necessarily include the business side. We will also need to have the                 
fully functioning prototype ready to start marketing our product. We could, however, start             
promoting ourselves by e.g. creating a website. Nevertheless, the fact that we do not need               
CE-marking for our product helps coping with selling our product to customers.  

 

Supplement: Distribution of work and learning outcomes  
The chapters were distributed between the group members in a way that everyone was responsible               
for one or two of them. Chapters 1 and 4 were given to Laura. Lauri wrote chapters 2 and 7.                    
Chapter 3 was assumed to be so heavy that it was given to Samuli and Magnus together. Eero was                   
responsible for chapters 5 and 6. The rest of the document was written together. Everyone would                
have used about the same amount of time if the competitors analysis had been approved by the                 
instructor at the first time. Samuli and Magnus needed to do their job twice. 
 
A particular difficult task was the competitor analysing. Since our business idea is a specialized               
service and not a product we concentrated on competitors offering similar services. The market is               
very widely divided and most of the competitors do not have a lot of public information. The                 
information (history, specialties, etc.) gained from public records wasn’t enough to do an extensive              
analyze of the companies. 
 
We learned a lot about different business aspects. It was very valuable to make a business plan.                 
Now we have some kind of understanding what to consider if we wanted to start a company. We                  
also learned ways to find necessary information. Making the plan also teached us some team               
working skills. 
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